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This report summarizes the results of the residual interference calculations from tests of a CAST-
10-2/DOA 2 airfoil model. The tests were carried out on a 7.l-inch chord model in the Langley
0.3-meter Transonic Cryogenic Tunnel adaptive wall test section with a nominal cross-section of
13-inch x 13-inches. The test data obtained on the same model during different tunnel entries
showed different levels of residual interference. The study shows that for valid comparison of
test data from adaptive wall tunnels, it is necessary to consider the effect of the residual inter-
ference, in particular the blockage correction to the test Mach number.
INTRODUCTION
The Langley 0.3-meter Transonic Cryogenic Tunnel 1 (0.3-m TCT) adaptive wall test section has
been in operation since 1986. The test section is two-dimensional with rigid side walls and ad-
justable top and bottom walls. During airfoil tests, the top and bottom walls are shaped itera-
tively to nearly free air streamline shapes. In the final converged shapes, the wall interference
effects on the airfoil test data are likely to be small.
A recently completed test program under a cooperative agreement between the NASA Langley
Research Center, National Aeronautical Establishment (NAE, Canada) and ONERA (France),
provided an opportunity to study the effectiveness of wall adaptation in reducing the wall inter-
ference. The program comprised testing two models of the CAST-10-2/DOA 2 airfoil in the
Langley 0.3-m TCT. The model chords were 9.0 and 7.1 inches respectively.
The larger model (9.0 inch chord) was also tested 2's in the National Aeronautical Establishment
(Canada) 15 inches x 60 inches tunnel with conventional perforated walls. The smaller model
(7.l-inch chord) was tested in the ONERA/CERT T2 tunnel 4. The T2 tunnel has an adaptive
wall test section. The tests in the Langley 0.3-m TCT involved different tunnel entries of both
the models. This extensive test program provided an opportunity to evaluate the adaptive wall
technique, tunnel-to-tunnel comparisons and long term repeatability of test data in the same tun-
nel. The results of these studies are given various papers s.
The 0.3-m TCT test program demonstrated the need to assess the quality of streamlining in adap-
tive wall tunnels. Wall position control at discrete points, approximations in wall adjustment
strategies and complex flow situations at high airfoil incidences introduce difficulties in achiev-
ing interference free test data from an adaptive wind tunnel. The tests on the larger model in
the 0.3-m TCT showed that significant blockage corrections were needed to some of the data
when the model was tested during different entries. Reference 6 discusses the details and shows
that a careful evaluation of the residual interference is necessary to judge the quality of wall
adaptation.
This report discusses briefly the residual interference effects present in the smaller model tests.
The residual interference assessment used for evaluation of the test data is based on the Cauchy
Integral formula 7's. The method does not require any model representation and the wall inter-
ference is evaluated using measured top and bottom wall positions and pressures. The method is
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APPARATUS
The 0.3-m TCT adaptive wall test section is 67 inches long and has a nominal cross section of 13
inches x 13 inches. Individual stepper motors drive the adjustable top and bottom walls at 21
jack stations on each wall (figure 1). The first eighteen jacks are used in adapting the wall to
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streamlineshapes. Thelast threejacksprovidea smoothentry into thetunneldiffuser. The
tunnelreferencestaticpressureis measuredon thetop wall at adistanceof 31.25inchesupstream
of themodelmountingturntablecenter. Themodelwasmountedsymmetricallyon the turntable
with its leadingedgeat a distanceof 3.55inch upstreamof thecenter. Thewall adjustment
methodemployedin thesetestsis basedon thepredictivestrategydevelopedby the Universityof
Southampton9'1°. For the smallermodel,thetestsectionheight to chordratio wasabout1.8in
the0.3-mTCT andabout2 for theT2 tunnel. Thecorrespondingmodelaspectratios
(span/chord)werealsoabout1.8and2, respectively.
EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
The ONERA 7.l-inch chord model was tested in the 0.3-m TCT during three different tunnel
entries. During the first entry (Test No. 212) in May 1987, the tests covered a broad range of
Mach numbers and Reynolds numbers. The second entry (Test No. 216) in November 1987 com-
prised mainly testing at 4 and 20 million Reynolds numbers in the Mach number range 0.70 -
0.78.
After the conclusion of the second series of tests, it was suspected that the airfoil data obtained
might have unacceptably high interference levels. This was due to some uncertainties in the wall
adjustment technique then in use at the 0.3-m TCT. Hence, a third entry (Test No. 224) was
made in August 1988 to examine some of the differences in the test data.
Reference I 1 gives the major results of the the 0.3-m TCT tests and their comparison with the
ONERA T2 tunnel data. The study shows differences at high Mach number conditions requiring
further examination of the test data for the residual interference effects.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
No attempt has been made in this report to present the test data for all the conditions and entries.
A summary of the measured force coefficients data and the calculated corrections at the airfoil
quarter chord location are tabulated in Tables I and II for some selected test conditions. Repre-
sentative data points from the second and third entries (Test Nos. 216 and 224), at a test Mach
number of 0.765 and Reynolds number of 20x10 e, are presented for detailed analysis.
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Fig 2ashowsa comparisonof the measured normal force coefficient variation with angle of at-
tack for the two entries. The two sets of data at the same reference Mach number of 0.765,
agree closely up to a normal force coefficient of about 0.6 corresponding to an angle of attack of
about 1.0 degrees. At higher angles of attack, the results of the second entry (Test No. 216)
show much lower normal force coefficients than the data in the third entry (Test No. 224). This
trend is also reflected in the variation of the drag coefficient (fig. 2b). For normal force coeffi-
cients higher than about 0.6, the measured drag coefficients are much higher in the second entry
(Test No. 216).
In both the tunnel entries, the wall shapes satisfied the conditions specified for wall
streamlining 1°. Hence, the difference in the test data between the two entries suggest that the
residual interference levels are different in the two tests. The different blockage corrections
leads to different effective Mach numbers in the two tests even though the tunnel reference
Mach number was at the same value of 0.765. This discrepancy is similar to the observations on
the 9-inch chord model tests e in the 0.3-m TCT.
To examine further, the residual interferences were evaluated for the both the entries. Inter-
ference calculations using measured wall shapes and pressures were made to determine the
blockage and incidence corrections along the tunnel center line. The results of the interference
calculations are tabulated in Appendices A and B. Table 2a and 2b give the global corrections
for test Mach number and incidence corresponding to values at the airfoil quarter chord location.
Figures 3a and b show the Mach number correction along the test section center line for the
second entry data (Test No. 216) for different model incidences. For all model incidences, the
Mach number correction is positive near the model region which results in a higher effective
Mach number. The correction at the origin corresponding to airfoil quarter chord location is in
the range of .002 to .007 for different angles of attack. The corresponding incidence correction
variation along the tunnel centerline is shown in figures 3c and d. The trend is similar, in the
model region, for all the angles of attack tested. The correction at the quarter chord point is small
(--- -0.03 deg). However, the correction varies nearly linearly in the model region which results in
a camber correction.
The corresponding corrections for the same nominal test conditions in the third entry (Test No.
224) are shown in figures 4a-4d. In this entry, it is observed that the Mach number correction
(fig. 4a-4b) varies considerably along the centerline. Except for the lowest angle of attack of
-1.00degree, the corrections in the model region are negative. The maximum correction is about
-.007. This results in a lower effective Mach number for the same nominal reference Mach
number of 0.765. The incidence corrections (fig. 4c-d) show a similar trend as in the second
entry. The gradients in the model region, and the magnitude of the incidence correction forward
of, and behind the model region are smaller.
The above blockage corrections suggest that the effective Mach numbers in the model region in
the second entry (Test No. 216) are generally higher by about 0.01 compared to effective Mach
numbers in the third entry (Test No. 224). These differences appear to be due to the sensitivity
of the predictive wall adjustment strategy to initial wall shapes. Hence, it is difficult to draw a
specific conclusion about the nature of blockage distribution along the centerline.
To understand the extent to which the airfoil characteristics change due to the different nature of
the blockage correction, it is necessary to compare the pressure distributions rather than the
global characteristics. Figures 5a and b, show the comparison for two different model in-
cidences. At an angle of attack of about 1 deg. (Fig. 5a), the normal force coefficients are
0.612 and 0.673 for the second and third entries, respectively. The pressure distributions agree
closely on the upper surface for about 80 percent of the chord. However, towards the trailing
edge the data from the second entry (Test No. 216) shows a strong separation. The data from
third entry (Test No. 224) for which the effective test Mach number is lower shows attached
flow. The trailing edge separation is exhibited more predominantly at the higher angle of attack
of about 2 degrees (Fig. 5b)
The above comparison shows the strong effect of residual interference, in particularly the
blockage correction to Mach number. Regarding the angle of attack correction; it must be noted
that it is often difficult to calculate correctly. However, the angle of attack correction appears
mainly as a constant and does not influence the flow mechanism, at least to a first order. The
blockage correction tends to be more accurate due to the self correcting nature of the correction
method 12.
CONCLUSIONS
The study illustrates that the differences in test data observed during separate entries are due to
the different levels of residual interference. For valid comparisons of test data from adaptive
wall techniques, it appears necessary to quantify the residual interference, in particular the
blockage correction to the Mach number. The correction to Mach number in the third entry
(Test No. 224) is about the same order of magnitude as found in the second entry (Test No. 216),
but of opposite sign, giving a lower effective Mach number for the third entry. The lower ef-
fective Mach number suppresses separation behind the shock which results in increased lift and
reduced drag for the same model incidence. The experience ° with tests on the 9-inch chord
model of the same airfoil suggests that lower effective Mach number often results in better cor-
relation between various test data. Therefore, it appears that the adaptive wall test data may give
favorable agreement with the other data when the residual correction to the test Mach number is
negative. Further, it is necessary to examine methods to eliminate the correction due to
gradients in the blockage and upwash velocity distributions.
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Point Min f Rc,mi t _ Cn Cm Cd AM Z_
89 0.700 19.9 1.00 0.628 -0.068 0.0089 -0.002 0.22
90 0.709 20.0 1.00 0.654 -0.071 0.0095 -0.005 0.22
91 0.720 20.0 1.00 0.659 -0.071 0.0102 0.001 0.21
92 0.731 20.0 1.00 0.686 -0.075 0.0124 -0.004 0.24
93 0.740 20.0 0.99 0.712 -0.082 0.0163 0.001 0.23
94 0.753 20.0 0.99 0.722 °0.092 0.0212 -0.005 0.22
95 0.764 20.1 0.99 0.676 -0.097 0.0257 0.007 "0.03
96 0.770 20.1 0.99 0.622 -0.089 0.0285 0.007 -0.04
97 0.767 20.0 0.99 0.617 -0.089 0.0298 0.004 -0.02
98 0,771 20.0 0.99 0.569 -0.082 0.0324 0.003 -0.03
99 0.782 20.0 0.99 0.516 -0.077 0.0300 0.004 -0.04
100 0.791 20.0 0.99 0.458 -0.070 0.0373 0.006 -0.02
101 0.801 20.0 0.99 0.391 -0.061 0.0364 0.010 -0.01
102 0.781 20.0 -1.01 0.301 -0.092 0.0151 0.008 -0.06
103 0.782 20.0 -0.03 0.458 -0.089 0.0209 0.008 -0.03
104 0.782 20.0 1.18 0.519 -0.073 0.0405 0.006 -0.03
105 0.780 20.0 1.97 0.550 -0.065 0.0585 0.007 -0.02
110 0.781 19.9 -1.98 0.121 -0.088 0.0131 0.008 -0.03
112 0.781 20.0 "0.37 0.414 -0.091 0.0175 0.005 -0.06
113 0.781 20.0 -0.27 0.430 -0.091 0.0181 0.006 -0.03
114 0.782 20.0 0.37 0.504 "0.087 0.0233 0.007 0.00
115 0.783 20.0 0.77 0.519 -0.081 0.0296 0.007 -0.03
116 0.783 20.0 1.17 0.530 -0.075 0.0406 0.005 -0.01
117 0.784 20.0 1.52 0.529 -0.070 0.0511 0.008 -0.01
118 0.766 20.0 -2.01 0.122 -0.086 0.0102 0.002 -0.05
119 0.766 20.0 -1.33 0.252 -0.086 0.0101 0.003 -0.02
120 0.766 20.0 -0.39 0.445 -0.088 0.0111 0.004 -0.03
121 0.766 20.0 0.42 0.591 -0.096 0.0172 0.003 -0.01
122 0.766 20.0 0.98 0.612 -0.089 0.0268 0.004 -0.03
123 0.766 20.0 1.16 0.610 -0.084 0.0322 0.007 -0.02
124 0.766 20.0 1.56 0.642 -0.081 0.0415 0.005 -0.01
125 0.767 20.0 1.73 0.634 -0.077 0.0473 0.006 -0.01
126 0.766 20.0 1.94 0.626 -0.073 0.0523 0.005 -0.03
128 0.701 20.0 0.98 0.621 -0.065 0.0105 -0.002 0.25
129 0.714 20.1 0.99 0.647 -0.065 0.0116 0.003 0.24
130 0.721 20.0 1.00 0.649 -0.065 0.0114 -0.004 0.24
131 0.731 20.0 1.00 0.657 -0.066 0.0126 -0.002 0.21
132 0.741 20.0 1.00 0.700 -0.074 0.0162 -0.001 0.23
134 0.751 20.0 1.00 0.684 -0.087 0.0200 0.004 -0.03
135 0.762 20.0 1.00 0.641 -0.084 0.0261 0.004 -0.01
136 0.766 20.0 1.00 0.608 -0.081 0.0286 0.005 -0.03
137 0.7"71 20.0 1.00 0.581 -0.0TT 0.0315 0.006 "0.06
138 0.781 20.0 1.00 0.515 "0.068 0.0404 0.006 "0.02
139 0.791 20.0 1.00 0.455 -0.063 0.0361 0.005 -0.05
141 0.803 20.0 1.00 0.388 -0.056 0.0343 0.006 0.00
142 0.780 20.0 -1.94 0.148 -0.082 0.0119 0.004 -0.04
143 0.780 20.0 -I.03 0.304 -0.082 0.0136 0.006 -0.03
144 0.780 20.0 -0.39 0.425 -0.084 0.0161 0.004 -0.03
145 0.780 20.0 -0.29 0.427 -0.084 0.0173 0.004 "0.02
146 0.780 20.0 "0.03 0.458 -0.083 0.0200 0.003 "0.05
147 0.780 20.0 0.36 0.481 -0.077 0.0242 0.004 -0.03
148 0.779 20.0 0.79 0.516 -0.073 0.0277 0.005 -0,01
149 0.781 20.0 1.18 0.531 "0.069 0.0454 0.004 -0.01
150 0.782 20.0 1.52 0.537 "0.065 0.0524 0.005 -0,02
151 0.782 20.0 1.94 0.555 -0.062 0.0587 0.006 "0.03
continued.















































































Min f Rc,mi t _ Cn Cm Cd AM A_
0.766 20.0 -1.98 0.142 -0.081 0.0106 0.004 -0.05
0.766 20.0 -1.33 0.252 -0.079 0.0106 0.005 -0.04
0.766 20.0 -0.30 0.447 -0.083 0.0133 0.006 -0.04
0.766 20.0 0.44 0.570 -0.086 0.0164 0.005 -0.03
0.766 20.0 0.98 0.608 -0.081 0.0286 0.007 "0.01
0.766 20.0 1.16 0.606 -0.076 0.0351 0.004 -0.01
0.766 20.0 1.52 0.633 -0.074 0.0469 0.011 -0.03
0.766 20.0 1.77 0.633 -0.070 0.0499 0.005 -0.02
0.766 20.0 1.93 0,641 -0.069 0.0531 0,006 -0.03
0.766 20.0 2.12 0.636 -0.066 0.0566 0.006 -0.01
0.767 20.0 2.35 0.633 -0._ 0.0597 0.007 -0.04
0.699 20.1 -2.03 0.127 -0.071 0.0085 -0.001 0.08
0.700 20.0 -1.20 0.258 -0.071 0.0086 0,001 0.10
0.700 20.0 -0.40 0.392 -0.068 0.0089 -0.001 0.20
0.700 20.0 0.59 0.537 -0.065 0.0091 -0.004 0.20
0.700 20.0 1.33 0.659 -0.0_ 0.0109 -0.000 0.21
0.700 20.0 2.30 0.866 -0.070 0.01_ 0.003 -0.01
0.766 30.1 0.24 0.553 -0.090 0.0175 0.003 -0.04
0.765 25.0 0.24 0.552 -0.0_ 0.0153 0.001 -0.03
0.767 20.0 0.24 0.534 -0.087 0.0169 0.003 -0.02
0.767 15.1 0.24 0.521 -0.083 0.0159 0.004 -0.02
0.765 10.0 0.23 0.494 -0.0_ 0.0138 0.003 -0.05
0.765 4.0 0.20 0.414 -0.059 0.0151 0.008 -0._
0.701 4.0 -0.98 0.214 -0.057 0.0106 -0.008 -0.03
0.701 4.0 -0.98 0.246 -0.056 0.0110 0.002 0.18
0.701 4.0 0.00 0.359 -0.054 0.0112 -0.007 0.03
0.701 4.0 0.00 0.408 -0.051 0.0117 -0.000 0.35
0.701 4.0 0.95 0.514 "0.053 0.0120 -0.006 0.05
0.701 4.0 0.9S 0.583 -0.048 0.0133 0.002 0.51
0.701 4.0 1.97 0.730 "0.051 0.0158 -0.000 0.23
0.699 4.0 1.97 0.813 -0.051 0.0199 -0.001 0.74
0.700 4.0 2.99 0.936 -0.064 0.0355 0.009 0.29
0.771 4.0 -0.99 0.185 -0.055 0.0124 -0.006 -0.03
0.770 4.0 -0.99 0.222 -0.054 0.0133 0.008 0.14
0.769 4.0 -0.02 0.371 -0.055 0.0134 -0.003 0.05
0.771 4.0 -0.02 0.428 -0.060 0.0201 0.006 0,36
0.771 4.0 0.96 0.494 -0.055 0.0286 0.016 0.15
0.771 4.0 0.96 0.468 -0.049 0.0385 0.012 0.41
0.771 4.0 1.98 0.512 -0.044 0.0563 0.017 0.19
0.771 4.0 1.98 0.495 -0.041 0.0610 0.017 0.45
0.770 4.0 -0.99 0.179 -0.056 0.0123 -0.002 -0.05
0.771 4.0 -0.99 0.177 -0.055 0.0123 -0.001 -0.03
0.771 4.0 -0.99 0.216 -0.054 0.0135 0.012 0.13




Test Run Point Rin f Rc,mi
224 2 9 0.701 3.7
224 2 10 0.701 3.7
224 2 11 0.701 3.7
224 2 12 0.701 3.7
224 2 13 0.700 3.7
224 2 14 0.700 3.7
224 2 15 0.700 3.7
224 3 16 0.767 4.0
224 3 17 0.766 4.0
224 3 18 0.766 4.0
224 3 19 0.767 4.0
224 3 20 O.766 4.0
224 3 21 0.767 4.0
224 3 22 0.767 , 4.0
224 3 23 O.766 4.0
224 5 31 0.766 20.0
224 5 32 O. 766 20.0
224 5 33 O. 766 20.0
224 5 34 O. 766 20.0
224 5 35 O. 766 20.0
224 5 36 O. 766 20.0
224 5 37 O. 766 20.0
224 16 97 O. 765 2 I.3
224 16 98 O. 765 21.4
224 16 99 0.765 21.4
224 16 100 0.765 21.3
224 16 101 0.765 21.3
224 16 102 0.765 21.3
224 17 103 0.765 20. I
224 17 104 0.765 20. I
224 17 105 0.765 20.1
224 17 106 0.765 20.1
224 17 107 0.765 20.0
224 17 108 0.765 20.0
224 17 109 0.765 20.0
224 17 110 0.765 20.0
224 18 111 O. 765 4. I
224 19 118 0.765 4.1
224 19 120 0.765 4. I
224 19 121 0.765 4.1
224 19 122 0.765 4.1
224 19 123 0.765 4.1
224 19 124 O.765 4. I
224 20 125 O.765 4.1
224 20 126 O.765 4. I
224 20 127 O.765 4. I
224 20 128 0.765 4. I
224 20 129 O.765 4. I
224 20 130 O.765 4. I
224 20 131 O.765 4. I
224 21 132 0.700 4.0
224 21 133 0.700 4.0
224 21 134 0.700 4.0
224 21 135 0.700 4.0
224 21 136 0.700 4.0
224 21 137 0.700 4.0
of Test Data and Calculated Corrections (Entry III)
0¢ Cn Cm Cd A M - /k_
-0.99 0,218 -0.059 0.0088 -0.001 -0.04
-0.01 0.352 -0.057 0.0080 -0.000 -0.04
0.98 0.510 -0.054 0.0094 -0.003 -0.04
2.00 0.705 -0.055 0.0121 -0.001 -0.02
2.94 0.897 -0.062 0.0226 -0.002 -0.02
4.01 I.030 -O. 061 O. 0427 -O.002 -O.02
4.95 0.995 -0.055 0.0605 -0.001 -0.01
-0.99 0.210 -0.060 0.0092 -0.002 -0.05
-0.06 0.402 -0.060 0.0088 0.001 -0.04
0.23 0.464 -0.062 0.0097 -0.003 -0.04
0.91 0.587 -0.072 0.0167 -0.001 -0.04
1.46 0.643 -0.073 0.0252 -0.003 -0.04
1.98 0.645 -0.066 0.0383 0.001 -0.03
2.48 0.667 -0.061 0.0567 0.001 -0.04
1.48 0.651 -0.074 0.0260 -0.002 -0.03
-I.03 0.319 -0.084 0.0104 0.005 -0.05
0.03 0.529 -0.093 0.0170 0.005 -0.03
0.23 0.564 -0.094 0.0177 0.002 -0.03
0.99 0.586 -0.081 0.0282 0.003 -0.05
1.48 0.615 -0.076 0.0425 0.004 -0.05
1.97 0.615 -0.069 0.0542 0.008 -0.05
-1.98 O. 145 -0.082 0.0098 O.003 -0.05
-1.03 0.304 -0.083 0.0097 0.003 -0.03
-0.01 0.503 -0.063 0.0105 0.001 -0.04
0.24 0.554 -0.084 0.0105 -0.007 -0.04
0.97 0.674 -0.094 0.0210 -0.001 -0.04
1.47 0.667 -0.081 0.0346 -0.001 -0.04
1.94 0.686 -0.076 0.0449 -0.003 -0.02
-1.00 0.313 -0.083 0.0102 0.008 -0.03
-0.03 0.499 -0.082 0.0101 -0.005 -0.03
0.23 0.551 -0.084 0.0111 -0.004 -0.03
0.96 0.673 -0.092 0.0207 -0.004 -0.01
1.46 0.689 -0.084 0.0326 -0.006 -0.02
1.96 0.685 -0.075 0.0443 -0.006 -0.02
2.44 0.687 -0.070 0.0570 -0.002 -0.01
2.94 0.697 -0.065 0.0641 -0.002 -0.02
-0.98 0.321 -0.080 0.0133 -0.006 -0.06
-1.01 0.326 -0.080 0.0150 0.004 -0.04
-0.02 0.450 -0.072 0.0107 -0.003 -0.05
0.23 0.527 -0.076 0.0127 0.002 -0.05
0.99 0.657 -0.086 0.0234 -0.004 -0.04
1.48 0.649 -0.077 0.0447 0.000 -0.03
1.97 0.662 -0.072 0.0234 -0.003 -0.05
-0.01 0.454 -0.072 0.0107 -0.003 -0.03
0.23 0.533 -0.078 0.0122 -0.003 -0.04
0.98 0.643 -0.085 0.0260 -0.001 -0.04
1.47 0.650 -0.076 0.0417 -0.003 -0.04
1.97 0.659 -0.072 0.0571 0.001 -0.05
2.45 0.684 -0.070 0.0653 -0.004 0.00
2.95 0.690 -0.0_ 0.082.3 0.000 -0.01
-0.99 0.265 -0.069 0.0098 0.000 -0.05
-0.02 0.391 -0.063 0.0085 -0.003 -0.04
0.23 0.427 -0.061 0.0085 -0.002 -0.03
0.97 0.522 -0.057 0.0094 -0.004 -0.03
1.48 0.622 -0.058 0.0106 -0.003 -0.02
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Fig. 2a: Comparison of normal force coefficient measurements
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Fig. 2b:
Cd
Comparison of drag variation with normal force from
two different entries.
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Fig. 3a: Blockage correction variation along the test section
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Fig. 3b: Blockage correction variation along the test section
centerline for different angles of Attack (Test: 216)
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Fig. 3c: Incidence correction variation along the test section
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Fig. 3d: Incidence correction variation along the test section
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Fig. 4a: Blockage correction variation along the test section
centerline for different angles of attack (Test: 224)
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Fig. 4b: Blockage correction variation along the test section
centerline for different angles of attack (Test: 224)
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Fig. 4c: Incidence correction variation along the test section -
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Fig. 4d: Incidence correction variation along the test section
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Fig. 5a: Comparison of airfoil pressure distribution from two
different tunnel entries.
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Free stream vetocity (feet per second)
Distance from airfoit quarter chord Location (inches)
Top watt pressure coefficient
Bottom waLL pressure coefficient
Top watt movement (inches)
Bottom watt movement (inches)
Correction to Nach number






NASA LANGLEY 0.3-M TCT
ADAPTIVE WALL TEST SECTION
TOTAL T= 288.68 R
UINF = 603.55 FPS













































































CORRECTIONS AT AIRFOIL QUARTER CHORD:
....................................
DELTA M = .00200
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .76810







































































































































NASA LANGLEY 0.3-M TCT
ADAPTIVE WALL TEST SECTION
TOTAL T= 288.59 R
UINF = 603.18 FPS




















CORRECTIONS AT AIRFOIL QUARTER CHORD:
....................................
DELTA M = .00331
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .76902














































































NASA LANGLEY 0.3-M TCT
ADAPTIVE WALL TEST SECTION
TOTAL T= 288.80 R
UINF ='603.66 FPS





















































































































































CORRECTIONS AT AIRFOIL QUARTER CHORD:
....................................
DELTA M = .00365
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .76972































































NASA LANGLEY 0.3-M TCT
ADAPTIVE WALL TEST SECTION
TOTAL T= 288.89 R
UINF = 603.94 FPS




















CORRECTIONS AT AIRFOIL QUARTER CHORD:
....................................
DELTA M = .00343
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .76976














































































NASA LANGLEY 0.3-M TCT







































































































DELTA M = .00359
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .76938
CORRECTION TO AOA (DEG)= .03437
NASA LANGLEY 0.3-M TCT
























































































































CORRECTIONS AT AIRFOIL QUARTER CHORD:
DELTA M = .00683
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .77269










































NASA LANGLEY 0.3-M TCT
ADAPTIVE WALL TEST SECTION
TOTAL T=-289.09 R
UINF = 604.15 FPS





















































































































































CORRECTIONS AT AIRFOIL QUARTER CHORD:
....................................
DELTA M = .00511
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .77145
CORRECTION TO AOA (DEG)= .01975
TEST : 216
RUN : 13
NASA LANGLEY 0.3-M TCT
ADAPTIVE WALL TEST SECTION
POINT: 125
MACH = .767
TOTAL T= 289.07 R
UINF = 604.78 FPS





















































































































































CORRECTIONS AT AIRFOIL QUARTER CHORD:
DELTA M = .00622
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .77348




NASA LANGLEY 0.3-M TCT













































































































































CORRECTIONS AT AIRFOIL QUARTER CHORD
....................................
DELTA M = .00525
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .77127




















Wall Interference Calculations for Test 224











Free stream velocity (feet per second)
Distance from airfoil quarter chord location (inches)
Top watt pressure coefficient
Botto_ wall pressure coefficient
Top wall movement (inches)
Bottom wall movement (inches)
Correction to Mach number






NASA LANGLEY O.3-M TCT
ADAPTIVE WALL TEST SECTION
TOTAL T= 505.38 R
UINF = 736.63 FPS













































































CORRECTIONS AT AIRFOIL QUARTER CHORD:
....................................
DELTA M = .00085
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .69972













































































NASA LANGLEY 0.3-M TCT
ADAPTIVE WALL TEST SECT ON
TOTAL T= 505.44 R
UINF = 736.69 FPS














































8 - 2 975






























CORRECTIONS AT AIRFOIL QUARTER CHORD:
....................................
DELTA M = .00027
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .70031














































































NASA LANGLEY O.3-M TCT
ADAPTIVE WALL TEST SECTION
TOTAL T= 505.53 R
UINF = 736.73 FPS













































































CORRECTIONS AT AIRFOIL QUARTER CHORD:
....................................
DELTA M = .00251
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .69805













































































NASA LANGLEY 0.3-M TCT
ADAPTIVE WALL TEST SECTION
TOTAL T= 505.84 R
UINF = 737.01 FPS







7 - 4 475





































































CORRECTIONS AT AIRFOIL QUARTER CHORD:
DELTA M = .00133
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .69928












































































NASA LANGLEY O,3-H TCT
ADAPTIVE WALL TEST SECTION
POINT: 13
MACH = .700
TOTAL T= 506.27 R
UINF = 737,17 FPS








8 - 2 975

























































































































CORRECTIONS AT AIRFOIL QUARTER CHORD:
....................................
DELTA M = .00151
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .69895
CORRECTION TO AOA (DEG)= .02362
TEST : 224
RUN : 2
NASA LANGLEY 0.3-M TCT
ADAPTIVE WALL TEST SECTION
POINT: 14
MACH = .700
TOTAL T= 506.78 R
UINF = 737.40 FPS





















































































































































CORRECTIONS AT AIRFOIL QUARTER CHORD:
....................................
DELTA M = .00200
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .69831













































NASA LANGLEY 0.3-M TCT
ADAPTIVE WALL TEST SECTION
TOTAL T= 506.93 R
UINF = 737.59 FPS




















CORRECTIONS AT AIRFOIL QUARTER CHORD:
....................................
DELTA M = .00051
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .69988















































































2 - 24 225
3 - 18 475



































NASA LANGLEY 0.3-M TCT
ADAPTIVE WALL TEST SECTION
TOTAL T= 506.29 R
UINF = 799.68 FPS







































CORRECTIONS AT AIRFOIL QUARTER CHORD:
....................................
DELTA M = -.00210
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .76441








































































































































NASA LANGLEY O.3-M TCT
ADAPTIVE WALL TEST SECTION
TOTAL T= 506.43 R
UINF = 799.68 FPS




















CORRECTIONS AT AIRFOIL QUARTER CHORD:
....................................
DELTA M = .00050
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .76689













































































NASA LANGLEY 0.3-M TCT
ADAPTIVE WALL TEST SECTION
TOTAL T= 506.38 R
UINF = 799.71 FPS













































































CORRECTIONS AT AIRFOIL QUARTER CHORD:
....................................
DELTA M = .00263
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .76384














































































NASA LANGLEY 0.3-M TCT
ADAPTIVE WALL TEST SECTION
TOTAL T= 506.76 R
U[NF = 800.09 FPS








8 " 2 975




































































CORRECTIONS AT AIRFOIL QUARTER CHORD:
....................................
DELTA M = .00092
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .76563





















































































8 - 2 975

















































NASA LANGLEY 0.3-M TCT
ADAPTIVE WALL TEST SECTION
TOTAL T= 506.83 R
UINF = 800.01 FPS




















CORRECTIONS AT AIRFOIL QUARTER CHORD:
....................................
DELTA M = .00271
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .76370





















































































































NASA LANGLEY 0.3-M TCT
ADAPTIVE WALL TEST SECTION
TOTAL T= 506.77 R
UIHF = 800.13 FPS




















CORRECTIONS AT AIRFOIL QUARTER CHORD:
DELTA M = .00072
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .76731













































































NASA LANGLEY 0.3-M TCT
ADAPTIVE WALL TEST SECTION
TOTAL T= 506.39 R
UINF = 799.76 FPS






6 -6 475 .-
7 "4 475
8 - 2 975




































































CORRECTIONS AT AIRFOIL QUARTER CHORD:
....................................
DELTA M = .00112
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .76763












































































NASA LANGLEY 0.3-M TCT
ADAPTIVE WALL TEST SECTION
POINT: 23
MACH = .766
TOTAL T= 506.81 R
UINF = 799.94 FPS





















































































































































CORRECTIONS AT AIRFOIL QUARTER CHORD:
....................................
DELTA M = -.00200
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .76435
CORRECTION TO AOA (DEG)= .03825
TEST : 224
RUN : 5
NASA LANGLEY 0.3-M TCT
ADAPTIVE WALL TEST SECTION
POINT: 31
MACH = .766
TOTAL T= 288.90 R
UINF : 603.68 FPS




































































































































CORRECTIONS AT AIRFOIL QUARTER CHORD:
....................................
DELTA M = .00527
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .77123













































NASA LANGLEY 0.3-M TCT
ADAPTIVE WALL TEST SECTION
TOTAL T= 289.02 R
UINF = 603.78 FPS




















CORRECTIONS AT AIRFOIL QUARTER CHORD:
....................................
DELTA M = .00529
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .77121













































































NASA LANGLEY 0.3-M TCT
ADAPTIVE WALL TEST SECTION
TOTAL T= 288.95 R
UINF = 603.69 FPS













































































CORRECTIONS AT AIRFOIL QUARTER CHORD:
....................................
DELTA M = .00230
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .76819





















































































































NASA LANGLEY 0.3-M TCT
ADAPTIVE WALL TEST SECTION
TOTAL T= 289.12 R
UINF = 603.89 FPS







































CORRECTIONS AT AIRFOIL QUARTER CHORD:
DELTA M = .00319
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .76911





















































































8 - 2 975

















































NASA LANGLEY 0.3-M TCT
ADAPTIVE WALL TEST SECTION
TOTAL T= 289.15 R
UINF = 603.98 FPS




















CORRECTIONS AT AIRFOIL QUARTER CHORD:
....................................
DELTA M = .00389
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .76990












































































NASA LANGLEY 0.3-M TCT
ADAPTIVE WALL TEST SECTION
POINT: 36
MACH = .766
TOTAL T= 289.19 R
UINF = 603.97 FPS





















































































































































CORRECTIONS AT AIRFOIL QUARTER CHORD:
....................................
DELTA M = .00836
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .77430
CORRECTION TO AOA (DEG)= .05141
TEST : 224
RUN : 5
NASA LANGLEY 0.3-M TCT
ADAPTIVE WALL TEST SECTION
POINT: 37
MACH = .766
TOTAL T= 288.83 R
UINF = 603.63 FPS





















































































































































CORRECTIONS AT AIRFOIL QUARTER CHORD:
....................................
DELTA M = .00300
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .76898
































































NASA LANGLEY 0.3-M TCT
ADAPTIVE WALL TEST SECTION
TOTAL T: 271.12 R
UINF = 584.09 FPS




















CORRECTIONS AT AIRFOIL QUARTER CHORD:
....................................
DELTA M = .00320
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .76810







































































































































NASA LANGLEY 0.3-M TCT
ADAPTIVE WALL TEST SECTION
TOTAL T= 271.07 R
UINF = 583.88 FPS




















CORRECTIONS AT AIRFOIL QUARTER CHORD:
....................................
DELTA M = .00067
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .76535














































































NASA LANGLEY O.3-M TCT
ADAPTIVE WALL TEST SECTION
TOTAL T= 271.03 R
UINF = 583.83 FPS













































































CORRECTIONS AT AIRFOIL QUARTER CHORD:
....................................
DELTA M = .00727
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .75740













































































NASA LANGLEY 0.3-M TCT
ADAPTIVE WALL TEST SECTION
TOTAL T= 271.22 R
UINF = 583.97 FPS








8 - 2 975




































































CORRECTIONS AT AIRFOIL QUARTER CHORD:
....................................
DELTA M = - .00055
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .76402




















































































6 - 6 475
7 -4 475
8 - 2 975






























NASA LANGLEY 0.3-M TCT



































































































CORRECTIONS AT AIRFOIL QUARTER CHORD:
....................................
DELTA M = .00084
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .76373





























































NASA LANGLEY 0.3-M TCT
ADAPTIVE WALL TEST SECTION
TOTAL T= 271.43 R
UINF = 584.37 FPS







































CORRECTIONS AT AIRFOIL QUARTER CHORD:
....................................
DELTA M = .00347
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .76136





















































































































NASA LANGLEY O.3-M TCT
ADAPTIVE WALL TEST SECTION
TOTAL T= 271.04 R
UINF = 583.90 FPS







































CORRECTIONS AT AIRFOIL QUARTER CHORD:
....................................
DELTA M = .00812
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .77287













































































NASA LANGLEY 0.3-M TCT
ADAPTIVE WALL TEST SECTION
TOTAL T= 271.00 R
UINF = 583.97 FPS













































































CORRECTIONS AT AIRFOIL QUARTER CHORD:
....................................
DELTA M = .00457
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .76034





















































































































NASA LANGLEY 0.3-M TCT



































































































CORRECTIONS AT AIRFOIL QUARTER CHORD:
....................................
DELTA M = -.00363
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .76120





























































NASA LANGLEY 0.3-M TCT
ADAPTIVE WALL TEST SECTION
TOTAL T= 271.27 R
UINF = 584.29 FPS







































CORRECTIONS AT AIRFOIL QUARTER CHORD:
....................................
DELTA M = -.00366
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .76130












































































NASA LANGLEY 0.3-M TCT















































































































































CORRECTIONS AT AIRFOIL QUARTER CHORD
....................................
DELTA M = .00564
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .75923














































NASA LANGLEY 0.3-M TCT


















































































































CORRECTIONS AT AIRFOIL QUARTER CHORD
....................................
DELTA M = .00569
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .75928































8 - 2 975






























NASA LANGLEY 0.3-M TCT
ADAPTIVE WALL TEST SECTION
TOTAL T= 271.60 R
UINF = 584.76 FPS







































CORRECTIONS AT AIRFOIL QUARTER CHORD:
....................................
DELTA M = -.00177
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .76335





















































































8 " 2 975

















































NASA LANGLEY O.3-M TCT
ADAPTIVE WALL TEST SECTION
TOTAL T= 271.48 R
UINF = 584.65 FPS




















CORRECTIONS AT AIRFOIL QUARTER CHORD:
....................................
DELTA M = -.00235
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .76280












































































NASA LANGLEY 0.3-M TCT


























































































































CORRECTIONS AT AIRFOIL QUARTER CHORD
DELTA M = .00566
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .75955
CORRECTION TO AOA (DEG)= .05929
TEST : 224
RUN : 19
NASA LANGLEY 0.3-M TCT











































































































































CORRECTIONS AT AIRFOIL QUARTER CHORD
....................................
DELTA M = .00445
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .76943





















NASA LANGLEY 0.3-M TCT


























































































































CORRECTIONS AT AIRFOIL QUARTER CHORD:
....................................
DELTA M = .00349
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .76148
CORRECTION TO AOA (DEG)= -.05991
TEST : 224
RUN : 19
NASA LANGLEY 0.3-M TCT





































































































CORRECTIONS AT AIRFOIL QUARTER CHORD:
....................................
DELTA M = .00237
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .76729




















NASA LANGLEY 0.3-M TCT







































































































CORRECTIONS AT AIRFOIL QUARTER CHORD
....................................
DELTA M = .00438
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .76060
CORRECTION TO AOA (DEG)= .04396
TEST : 224 NASA LANGLEY


























































































































CORRECTIONS AT AIRFOIL QUARTER CHORD
....................................
DELTA M = .00028
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .76525




























5 - 9 475
6 -6 475
7 -4 475
8 - 2 975






























NASA LANGLEY 0.3-M TCT
ADAPTIVE WALL TEST SECTION
TOTAL T= 506.60 R
UINF = 798.48 FPS







































CORRECTIONS AT AIRFOIL QUARTER CHORD:
....................................
DELTA M = .00319
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .76178




















































































































NASA LANGLEY 0.3-M TCT



































































































CORRECTIONS AT AIRFOIL QUARTER CHORD:
DELTA M = .00277
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .76219























NASA LANGLEY 0.3-M TCT
ADAPTIVE WALL TEST SECTION
TOTAL T= 506.20 R
UINF = 797.99 FPS







7 - 4. 475





































































CORRECTIONS AT AIRFOIL QUARTER CHORD:
....................................
DELTA M = .00261
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .76217













































































NASA LANGLEY 0.3-M TCT
ADAPTIVE WALL TEST SECTION
TOTAL T= 506.56 R
UINF = 798.32 FPS













































































CORRECTIONS AT AIRFOIL QUARTER CHORD:
....................................
DELTA M = -.00104
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .76379










































































TEST : 224 NASA LANGLEY 0.3-M TCT










































TOTAL T= 506.69 R
UINF = 798.47 FPS




















CORRECTIONS AT AIRFOIL QUARTER CHORD:
....................................
DELTA M = -.00295
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .76193













































































NASA LANGLEY 0.3-M TCT
ADAPTIVE WALL TEST SECTION
TOTAL T= 506.70 R
UINF = 798.57 FPS








8 - 2 975




































































CORRECTIONS AT AIRFOIL QUARTER CHORD:
....................................
DELTA M = .00086
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .76584












































































NASA LANGLEY 0.3-M TCT
ADAPTIVE WALL TEST SECTION
POINT: 130
MACH = .765
TOTAL T= 506.73 R
UINF = 798.69 FPS





















































































































































CORRECTIONS AT AIRFOIL QUARTER CHORD:
....................................
DELTA M = .00362
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .76146
CORRECTION TO AOA (DEG)= .00916
TEST : 224
RUN : 20
NASA LANGLEY 0.3-M TCT
ADAPTIVE WALL TEST SECTION
POINT: 131
MACH = .765
TOTAL T= 506.72 R
UINF = 798.66 FPS








8 " 2 975






































































































CORRECTIONS AT AIRFOIL QUARTER CHORD:
....................................
DELTA M = .00003
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .76509






NASA LANGLEY 0.3-M TCT
ADAPTIVE WALL TEST SECTION
TOTAL T= 505.38 R
UINF = 735.81 FPS





5 - 9 475
6 -6 475
7 -4 475





































































CORRECTIONS AT AIRFOIL QUARTER CHORD:
....................................
DELTA M = .00006
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .69965













































































NASA LANGLEY 0.3-M TCT
ADAPTIVE WALL TEST SECTION
TOTAL T= 505.39 R
UINF = 735.80 FPS













































































CORRECTIONS AT AIRFOIL QUARTER CHORD:
....................................
DELTA M = -.00266
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .69703












































































NASA LANGLEY 0.3-M TCT
ADAPTIVE WALL TEST SECTION
POINT: 134
MACH = .700
TOTAL T= 505.46 R
UINF = 735.72 FPS








8 - 2 975












































































































































CORRECTIONS AT AIRFOIL QUARTER CHORD:
....................................
DELTA M = -.00162
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .69794
CORRECTION TO AOA (DEG)= -.03123
TEST : 224
RUN : 21
NASA LANGLEY 0.3-M TCT
ADAPTIVE WALL TEST SECTION
POINT: 135
MACH = .700
TOTAL T= 505.48 R
UINF = 735.77 FPS





















































































































































CORRECTIONS AT AIRFOIL QUARTER CHORD:
DELTA M = .00362
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .69597











5 - 9 475
6 -6 475
7 -4 475
8 - 2 975






























NASA LANGLEY 0.3-M TCT
ADAPTIVE WALL TEST SECTION
TOTAL T= 505.66 R
U]NF = 735.95 FPS







































CORRECTIONS AT AIRFOIL QUARTER CHORD:
....................................
DELTA M = -.00260
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .69705



















































































6 - 6 475
7 - 4 475
8 - 2 975






























NASA LANGLEY 0.3-M TCT
ADAPTIVE WALL TEST SECTION
TOTAL T= 505.80 R
UINF = 736.07 FPS




















CORRECTIONS AT AIRFOIL QUARTER CHORD:
....................................
DELTA M = - .00431
CORRECTED MACH NUMBER = .69535
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